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The Star inn Peniche is a 3-star hotel located in front of the beach of Cova da
Alfarroba in Peniche, ideal for those who wish to enjoy at its most the “city of surf”.
The Hotel was completely remodeled, having as inspiration the concept of
environmental sustainability, resulting in a more dynamic and creative atmosphere,
with details of the local culture.
The Hotel features 102 non-smokers rooms, subdivided on the following varieties:
premium, standard, familiar and superior, for several landscapes: “vista duna”, to
the dune system of the bay that connects the beaches of Peniche to the beach of
Baleal; “vista piscina”, that reaches the Fishing Port of Peniche, and “vista mar”,
to the beach of Cova de Alfarroba and beach of Baleal, making it possible to sight
the famous island of Baleal.
All the rooms at the Star inn Peniche have a balcony, are cozy and equipped with
television, Internet, a safe, air conditioning, fridge bar, a desk and a closet. The
bathroom includes a hair dryer and amenities in dispensers. The hotel is adapted for
guests with reduced mobility.
The Hotel includes an outdoor swimming pool for warmer days, an indoor swimming
pool for more windy and cloudy days, a Jacuzzi, a gymnasium and treatment rooms
for body and mind, as well as a surf support centre, with an outdoor shower and
lockers for the boards. Room service, laundry, and wake-up service are also
available.
For those who appreciate local flavours, the À Viva Restaurant of the Star inn
Peniche is an excellent choice. Prepared to make all meals available, here our guests
can savour fish and shell fish dishes with a scent of the sea breeze and delicious
regional dishes.
The Star inn Bar Peniche is an additional space that, with appealing snacks and
appetizers, transforms any end of the day in an exquisite experience. There is also a
games room available for the guests.
The Star inn Peniche also features a multifunctional space where events can be held
and 5 conference rooms with capacity for 400 people, offering back up services,
several audiovisual options, parking, and a space for bicycles.
Surrounded by a maritime atmosphere, with view over the dunes and an immense
horizon, the Hotel invites to outdoor activities and that involve direct and close
contact with the sea also featuring a partnership with the surf school Special Surf
78.
The Star inn Peniche is pet-friendly and an adorable welcome pet kit awaits your
pet.
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About Hoti Hoteis Group
Hoti Hoteis Group began operating in 1978, and it currently manages a portfolio of 18
hotels comprising own brands (Star inn, Hotel da Música and Golden Residence Hotel
Madeira) as well as two international chains (Meliá Hotels & Resorts and Marriott
Hotels & Resorts), scattered across several areas of Portugal (Braga, Porto, Aveiro,
Castelo Branco, Leiria, Peniche, Lisboa, Setúbal and Madeira) and Mozambique
(Maputo).
Hoti Hoteis specialises in providing hotel services in the form of ownership,
operation, management or franchise. It manages properties in the 3, 4 and 5-star
segments, and is one of the largest Portuguese hotel groups.
Hoti Hoteis: Hotels that grow with you.
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